A pattern shift in SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant transmission after the city lockdown--observational study based upon daily reported addresses of infected cases
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Abstract

Background
Varied degrees of lockdown have been imposed for dozens of jurisdictions upon facing the SARS-CoV-2 epidemics during the past two years. Areal lockdown has been demonstrated effective to reduce the morbidity and mortality of COVID-19. Even after the strict lockdown the peak of infection will appear around 9-25 days (median 18 days) thereafter. A wave of Omicron variant (BA.2 and BA.2.2) outbreak was seen from March to May 2022, in Shanghai, a megacity in China mainland.

Aim
To understand the sources of infection cases from outside or inside the isolated locations before and after the strict city lockdown.

Methods
The attributable addresses of SARS-CoV-2 infection were reported daily as well as the infected cases from March 18th, 2022 on through government website, which was publicly accessible. The address data and infected cases were collected until May 29th, 2022. The location (longitude and latitude) of these addresses were retrieved and the pattern of repeatedly reported addresses were analyzed. A tool of simple and meso-scale point-based (location-based) chronological graph was used to visualize and analyze the interactions of these locations.

Results
From March 18th to May 29th 2022, 173,350 items representing 35,743 unique addresses and 636,279 infected cases were released. The infection cases peaked 16 days after the city lockdown and were highly clustered in much crowded districts. The proportion of repeatedly reported locations of the previous day increased from around 20% before lockdown to greater than 40% in the plateau and remained at this level for up to one third (20/62) of the lockdown phase. This significantly increased proportion of intra-address infection indicated a pattern shift from inter-addresses to intra-address (D=0.2954, p<0.0001), which might perpetuate to the growth of infection cases. Based upon the day-to-day nearest neighbour transmission assumption the connections between some frequently repeated locations might be complex and heterogeneous.

Interpretation
During the strict areal isolation the intra-address infection may contribute significantly to infected cases of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant, the infection might have easily spilled over the boundary of family(with averaged family size of 2.3-3.1 people and family were required stay-at-home compulsively). This significant inter-addresses to intra-address pattern shift necessitated the understanding of intra-location transmission routes and corresponding interventions. Areal isolation and close off with homogeneous assumption inside and outside the isolated areas should be modified and the quantifying of the elevated risk for previously less exposed but much vulnerable sub-population was in pressing need.
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**Research in context**

**Evidence before this study**

It is commonly observable that the infection cases will continue to increase and peaked in several weeks after the first day of imposing areal lockdown. The search syntax of \([(SARS-CoV-2 OR COVID-19) AND (transmission OR infection) AND (post-lockdown OR "during lockdown" OR "isolated area*"))\] on PubMed hits 1372 records (on 2022-08-10). However, the viral transmission between the isolated locations or within them have not been studied thoroughly, maybe, due to the presumption that it would be stopped eventually by greatly reducing the inter-personal contact. The search syntax of \([(SARS-CoV-2 OR COVID-19) AND (transmission OR infection) AND (post-lockdown OR "during lockdown" OR "isolated area*")) AND (strict)\] on PubMed hits 57 records. The populations of different ages with heterogeneous risks of exposure to viruses have been revealed.

**Added values in this study**

The strict city lockdown of Shanghai in facing the Omicron outbreak provided a prototype to understand the sources of infection by using the daily reported address (isolated immediately) involving infected cases. A noticeable pattern shift was revealed in this study with significantly increased proportion of intra-location (small area) self-propagation after the city lockdown.

**Implication of all the available evidence**

Counter measures should be provided to reduce the risk of transmission within the small isolated areas; and the elevated risk for the much vulnerable sub-populations within the intra-location (small isolated areas) should be quantified and to trade off between the reduced inter-location risk and increased intra-location risk of infection in policy making.
**Introduction**

The lockdown had been hurriedly implemented to mitigate the spread of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) in dozens of jurisdictions since the city lockdown of Wuhan from the February 4, 2020 on1–4, largely due to the lack of the vaccine and few of tested pharmaceuticals ever before were available to prevent and treat the infected cases effectively. The areal lockdown as indicated in measures of the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT) would reduce the inter-personal contact, restrict the individuals movement and gathering and, in some extreme cases, would require to stay at home5. Varied degrees of areal lockdown, therefore, had been demonstrated effective in slowing down the pace of transmission and/or reduction of mortality in facing single wave of COVID-19 attack in the compartment-based transmission dynamic modeling or in reality4,6–12. Under the constant threat of infection of evolving SARS-CoV-2 virus the easing of lockdown measures (re-opening) may be followed by another wave of infection or another period of lockdown in some jurisdictions2,3,13 without adaptive post-lockdown disease control framework14,15.

After the strict lockdown the peak of infected cases would appear 9-25 days (median 18 days) after the first day of imposing lockdown measures at the province level, and in this range the more heavily affected regions or the more reduction in the mobility(with individual's mobility reduction of ≥50%), the sooner to reach the peak16. During the lockdown period in Denmark the estimated secondary household infection rate was 17% (with basic and effective reproduction number of 2.1-4.7 and 2.5 for Alpha variant of SARS-CoV-2) and 82% of the secondary infection occured within 14 days17,18. Compared with the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 the Omicron variant indicated elevated basic reproduction number (with basic and effective reproduction number of 8.2 and 3.6)19, shortened latent period (range 33-75 hours)20; and the vaccinated cases were expected to shed infectious virus for 6-9 days from onset of symptoms or diagnosis21. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect an increased proportion of household secondary infection within shorter latent period for Omicron variant than its predecessors, as would be indicated by much steep trajectory curve of daily infected cases with elevated plateau during the city lockdown.

Due to the strict international border regulation, quarantine and close-circle-based management of relevant staffs China had almost completely prevented the reintroduction of SARS-CoV-2 variants of Alpha and Delta in past two years. Meanwhile, 86.1% of the Chinese people were full vaccinated (most majority with inactivated vaccine)22,23 and had to adopt the routine physical distancing, face masking and hand hygiene (posted on 2020-11-22)24. Shanghai, a megacity in China, had adopted a precise strategy for isolation and close-off of the building (geographical address as proxy indicator) immediately with infected cases and quarantine of those close-contacts in the routine disease control. This building-based isolation ranged from close-off streetside shop to edifice, to resident quarter with several buildings or natural villages in the countryside. An epidemic of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant (BA.2 or BA.2.2) broke out in Shanghai since March 2022, and from March 29 on, the
The city were completely locked down in a two-step approach in two days\textsuperscript{25}. The infected cases surged after the city lockdown and these phenomena were also seen in many previous jurisdictions imposing lockdown. Transmission dynamics and the effectiveness of lockdown were studied in some jurisdictions\textsuperscript{1,3,5,6,9,15,18,26–29}, where these infected cases come from remain largely unexplored. In this study, we collected the daily confirmed infected cases as well as their attributable address data from March 18 to May 29 2022, and analyzed the patterns of points in a day-to-day basis. The study aim is to reveal the pattern of address of infected cases before and after city lockdown and to understand the latent interactions between these points. An increased portion of intra-location infections were reported after the strict city lockdown.

Data and methods

Data

The isolated addresses in each district of Shanghai (China mainland) with SARS-CoV-2 infection cases were daily announced through the website of Shanghai Municipal Health Commission\textsuperscript{24} since the March 18, 2022. These data also with the infection cases released daily were publicly accessible. The confirm of the infected cases, the timeline of municipal public response and the arrangement of repeated massive screening tests for the nucleic acid of SARS-CoV-2 virus by using pharyngeal swab could refer to a descriptive study\textsuperscript{25}. The longitude and latitude (in bd09 format) of these addressed were retrieved through web-based tool\textsuperscript{30}. The addresses with missing longitude and latitude were double-checked on Amap website\textsuperscript{31} through API of registered developer. Then the longitude and latitude (in bd09 or gcj02 format) were converted to the WGS84 format through user-defined function (reference code from \textsuperscript{32}).

The SARS-CoV-2 infection including clinical diagnosed cases and asymptomatic infection (not meet the Protocol for Diagnosis and Management of COVID-19, 9th version in Chinese). All the positive SARS-CoV-2 cases were confirmed in officially accredited laboratory by using quantitative reverse-transcriptase-polymerase chain-reaction (qRT-PCR).

The map data of Shanghai were got from Aliyun website\textsuperscript{33} in GeoJSON format was converted to shapefile through online tool\textsuperscript{34} (WGS84 format). The Shanghai population of 7th census (on 2020-11-01) and area of district were retrieved from government portal website\textsuperscript{35}.

Methods

The raw address data in each administrative district were stored into dataframe by attachment of date of release. Based upon the assumption of day-to-day nearest neighbour transmission, the date of address release in day 1 was used as reference in search of the nearest neighbour of the address of the following day (day 2, one day lag in this study). The nearest neighbour function (spatstat.geom::nnwhich) was used in point-wised search of the location from the day 2 to day 1\textsuperscript{36}, and the euclidean distance was calculated between this pair of points. All data
manipulation and statistical analysis were conducted by using R(version 4.0.1)(details in Supplement materials B)\textsuperscript{37}. As no individuals were identified this study could exempt from ethical review\textsuperscript{38}.

Results

From the mid of March to the mid of May of 2022, Shanghai seen a surged wave of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant (BA.2 and BA.2.2) infection\textsuperscript{39}, meanwhile 627,775 cases were reported from March 6th, 2022 to May 29th, 2022\textsuperscript{24}. The infection peaked 16 days after the city lockdown, and 22 days after the inflection point of curve (Figure 1A). According to the data released of the national seventh census (2020-11-01) more than 24.87 million residents lived in this highly crowded metropolitan, which covered only 6,340.5 km\textsuperscript{2}, with 3,392 people per km\textsuperscript{2}. Still the population density in each of the district of city varied greatly, from around 500 people per km\textsuperscript{2} to greater than 32,000 people per km\textsuperscript{2}. The infection was highly clustered in much crowded districts (Figure 1B, 1C). If the proportion of people per km\textsuperscript{2} infected were considered, the sixteen districts could be arbitrary divided into three subgroups, >5.0% (HP=9.3%), 2.5%-5.0% (PD, XH, HK, JA, YP, CN) and <2.5%(MH, BS, PT, JD, SJ, JS, QP, FX, CM) (Figure 1C). The infectious diseases tend to cluster because the people are clustered. The addresses of confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection were released from March 18\textsuperscript{th}, 2022 on, we collected 173,350 items of addresses from the government website until May 29\textsuperscript{th}, 2022. After removing of the 50 addresses can not be located with longitude and latitude and other unrecognizable items the final analysis data set containing unique 35,743 addresses. The final location data set containing 172,843 addresses with longitude and latitude including 32,360 unique longitude and latitude combined locations (up to 9.5% addresses were reported with different descriptions). Each address had reported about 17 cases on average (626379/35743) and had involved about five families in each address on average (estimated family size of 2.3-3.1 people in Shanghai). The reported locations of infection displayed pattern of human preferential design and/or of geographical features in this city, far from random spatial distribution (Figure 1D).

We made an assumption that the single-reported infection location, by any reason, could be regarded as the terminal location of infection chain. Because the Omicron variant was highly contagious (with relative reproduction number of 2.71(95% CI 1.86-3.56) times of the Delta variant)\textsuperscript{25,40,41}, the probability of fail to transmit in these locations will be very low and negligible, especially when the virus-shedding infected cases have been there and stayed with colleagues or family members for longer than eight hours a day. This phenomenon may attribute to many reasons, including the very early detection and isolation of infected person (still in latent phase), implement of effective counter-measures including enough fresh air, physical distancing and timely eliminating of the residuals containing potential viruses, whatever the reason, the single-reported locations, to some extent, displayed the rapid and effective response to curb the viral spreading. On the other hand, the single-reported locations in some extreme cases would contain the single-deweller and/or the (the older) people who did not live at their own apartment, still the portion of each possible reason was unknown by now.
We then checked the frequency of address reported before (upto 2022-03-28) and after (from 2022-03-29 onward) the lockdown of the city\textsuperscript{25}.

A pattern shift was seen following the city lockdown (from 2022-03-29 on), more locations appeared repeatedly, the proportion of single-reported address was higher before the city lockdown (two sided chi-square test, chi-square=1665, p<0.0001); however, the proportions of the repeatedly reported addresses increased following city lockdown (chi-square test for goodness-of-fit, chi-square=1274, p=0.0005) (Figure 2A, 2B). The repeated addresses were statistically increased after the city lockdown in two phases (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D=0.2954, p<0.0001) (Figure 2A) or three phase division (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D=0.1594, p<0.0001) (Figure 2B). The proportion of repeated locations of the previous day increased as the daily reported locations growth, increased from around 20% before lockdown to greater than 40% in the plateau and remained at this level for up to one third (20/62) of the lockdown phase (Figure 2C). Based upon the averaged infection cases per address in each day the increased proportion of repeated addresses would contribute increasingly (>40%) to the daily infected cases in the lockdown phase. The single-reported locations (n=13845) accounted for 38.7% of all addresses in final analysis data set, dramatically reduced from 68.1% of pre- to 41.7% of post-lockdown, also they displayed the feature of cluster (Figure 2D). Based upon the same infectious potential of virus, this obvious pattern shift of viral transmission from inter-addresses to the intra-address may explain a large part of why the infected cases yet surged even the whole city had been strictly locked down. After the specific locations had been locked the infection within these locations did not stopped accordingly. Further data (not available) to compare the infected cases of inside or outside of each reported address could also support this inference. Next, we compared the point pattern of a randomly sampled subset (n=1000) of these single-reported addresses to those of the Monte Carlo simulations of the completely spatial randomness\textsuperscript{36,42}. The single-reported addresses indicated features of clustered events both in empty space function (spatstat.core::Fest) and in the nearest neighbour distance distribution function (spatstat.core::Gest) (Figure 2E, 2F). The Clark-Evans test of aggregation also indicated the significant clustering (R=0.2329, p=0.001).

Before the city lockdown, the infected individuals with open social activity and free transportation were quite possible to display a long spatial distance transmission from some hubs, while the strict lockdown prohibited people to leave their home or their temporarily inhabiting site (e.g., staffs of essential social functions). Therefore, the spatial distance between sequential cases would be shortened after lockdown. The reported locations of infection were highly clustered due to the high infection potential of virus through the easiest ways, to be convenient, in this study we made a second assumption that the individual might get infected in the shortest spatial distance from the location of previous cases including intra-location self-propagation (Figure 3A-3C). Though the incubation period span 1-14 days in natural course (median incubation of 3 days for Omicron variant)\textsuperscript{20,43}, part of infected cases in the following day could be viewed as the secondary infection of the same
location especially when this location had been closed off and isolated from others for longer than the usual viral shedding period (6-9 days)\textsuperscript{21}. Therefore, even lacked the individual's trajectory data and could not be associated with the generations in the infection chain the repeatedly reported locations indicated high probability of the intra-location infection (endemic). Before the city lockdown, a small portion of locations displayed extended nearest neighbour distance (Figure 3D, 3E). This was quite possible attributed to the distance of commute. The proportion of intra-location secondary infection (location repeatedly reported ≥10 days) after the city lockdown (11.8\%) was significantly higher than that of the before (0.097\%), with the odds ratio of 138.7 (95\% CI 59.3-432.3)(p<0.0001). Hitherto, the location data has displayed that the more locations had been reported repeatedly after the city lockdown, and a greater portion were repeated longer than the usual viral shedding period (6-9 days). We could learn that the location close off and isolation did not stop the infection within the location accordingly, spatially or in name.

An increased portion of locations (>40\%) repeatedly had reported after the city lockdown (Figure 2C, 4A), and these surged number of repeated locations would negate the validity of city lockdown if the intra-location transmission were not stopped (Figure 4B). To explore the transmission patterns of intra- and inter-locations, we incorporate the distance and temporal data into a point-based chronological network (Figure 5A-5G). It was possible to examine the pattern of transmission of each repeatedly appeared location based upon the regular time lag and a connection rule (one-day lag and the nearest neighbour distance transmission assumption in this study). As a result, there were 22,912 locations appeared as the source of previous day and 32,316 locations as the target of following day, they formed 172,584 location pairs in the final analysis dataset. By using this point-based spatio-temporal graph model we examined the some frequently appeared locations. Based upon the day-to-day nearest neighbour transmission assumption the infection chain turned out to be complex connected, and the intra-location infection might have perpetuated the chain (Figure 6A,6B). It was also noticeable that as the infection cases increased from before to after the city lockdown the inter-locations transmission become more complex. This point-based spatio-temporal graph could be applied in further scenarios (Figure 6C, 6D). Some pivotal locations and time-point were also detectable (Figure 7, Figure 8). These pivotal points might provide important clue to further control the disease spread even in the period of city lockdown (further verifying study required).

Next, we conducted pair-wise graph morphism comparison between those locations with the same times of appearance as presumed source of infection (Supplement Figure s01-s04). We arbitrarily selected 756 locations with the same times of appearance as presumed source of infection, 52,102 pair-wised graph morphism comparisons failed to find the isomorphic graphs (data not presented). The cluster analysis of the locations in the sequence of date of appearance did not provide common patterns (Supplement Figure s05). The results suggested that the viral transmission inter- and intra-locations might be complicated as the underlying routes had not been fully understood yet.
Discussion

The SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant had demonstrated its high contagious once again from the mid of March to the mid of Jun 2022 in a megacity Shanghai, China. We had seen the growth of the infected cases even after the whole city had implemented the strictest lockdown policy (from 2022-03-29 on). The viral infection clustered due to people gathered, the most crowded district suffered from the highest proportion of infection correlated with the its population density. As the daily infected case increased the proportion of the repeatedly reported addresses increased accordingly and brought a significant pattern shift of the proportion profile from before to after the city lockdown. The intra-location infection might account for greater than 40% of all infected cases during the city lockdown phase. Considering each unique address had reported around 17 infected case on average, the transmission had spread over the boundary of family in the isolated addresses. During the strict city lockdown the residents in Shanghai were required to stay-at-home completely, therefore, the routes of transmission within isolated buildings with crowded residents should be explored. The lockdown would alter the pattern and behavior of contact\textsuperscript{45}, however, the risk of susceptibility might be heterogeneous though not the same as before\textsuperscript{46,47}. If the much vulnerable sub-population (e.g., the older >65 years of age) would face elevated risk of exposure the interfering measures within isolated address should be necessary\textsuperscript{46}. Alternatively, a strategy to precisely pin down the boundary of transmission should be developed and implemented instead of arbitrary scope areal based isolation or broad scope lockdown though one might argue about the net gain of reduced infection cases during lockdown.

The decreased the proportion of the single-reported addresses (viewed as the terminal of infection chain) as the infected cases rocketted up indicated that the capacity of the effective counter-measures to control the spread of virus might have been saturated and been overwhelmed. If it's true then the more practical policies and measures should be considered in high priority in response to such a large scale of the public emergency. On the other hand, a noticeable portion of addresses (>60%) newly appeared after the city lockdown though the city lockdown might have greatly reduced human movement and flatten or shorten the curve of of viral free infection\textsuperscript{1,11,12,48,49}. It means that even under the strict lockdown the essential functions to support an ordered megacity is not a trivial, the electricity, water and gas supply, the hospital and police station, the logistics system, environmental workers, government, volunteers to fill in the posts in vacancy and many others. Therefore, we are facing a Corona dilemma(trolley problem) whether to exchange the more infections among low risk sub-population outside the isolated areas with the less infections among the more vulnerable older sub-population in the isolated areas. Areal isolation and close off like what had done in Shanghai in response to this wave of outbreak might be quite possible to result in the more older people facing elevated risk of exposure and infection\textsuperscript{46}, especially in a "grey hair" city. Further studies to quantify the modified risk of exposure and its consequences to different age sub-populations would be helpful for policy making.
We had assumed residents in these daily appeared new addresses had been infected from their spatially nearest neighbour(s). This was quite possible especially after the strict city lockdown during this period even the delivery of the living essentials in residents had been minimized. The residents ordered their living essentials once a week and the goods was delivered to the door by a volunteer teams within the address under proper protection. It suggested that a large portion of residents and their supportive logistics system were localized within or near an isolated small area (address as proxy indicator). Among our location retrieval from the original address, 75%(32153/42948) indicated bias of 100-300 meters, the other 25%(10793/42948) indicated bias of 1-10 kilometers. These centroid locations represented identifiable areas numbered down the road or street and villages in the countryside. In quantitative spatial inference locations with different precision should be treated differently, we largely exempted this problem because the location only be used in estimating the distance from its nearest neighbours and this distance would be the same before and after the city lockdown. To generate the point-based chronological graph (based upon the day-to-day transmission assumption in this study) the nearest neighbours were used to demonstrate the concept. Other rules could be used to generate the connection between these spatial points, especially when the vaccination, physical distancing, face masking, hand washing, early case detection (nucleic acid test) and prolonged viral shedding might had altered the dynamics of transmission of SARS-CoV-2. We need more tools to understand the underlying routes of transmission. We provided a method to reveal the latent connection rather than to make inference from these location data in this study though further verifying studies would be required.

To be convinient we used the daily reported address directly to generate one day lag disease transmission graph, this means the infection generation (doubling time) was about 24 hours. This had not been demonstrated but was quite close to the actual data of Omicron variant transmission, 1.28 days in a community in Hong Kong; or the latent period ranged from 33 to 75 hours. Aimed to keep pace with the transmission of Omicron variant an ambitious strategy had been proposed and implemented to run the relevent human resources at its full speed. Therefore, during the response to this wave of outbreak the cases newly infected, recovered and deceased or the newly involved addresses were reported daily and, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) were demanded to finished the retropective records of the exposure history of infected cases within the day of newly cases were confirmed. We generate the point-based chronological graph by using lags of one to three days, the united graph would provide more informative clue (Supplement Figure s06).

The trajectory data of individuals had been used to track potential exposure and the infection, however, these data were not accessible for the CDC work force and reliable models to identify the persons of potential exposure might be developing. The point-based chronological graph could be viewed as a meso-scale method to visualize and analyze the connectivity (base upon some rules) and interactions between spatial locations. It was
easy to generate and simple to manipulate by using the graph tools, but it could not be applied to predict without conditional probabilities such as those in Bayesian network. Still, we are under the threat of constant evolving SARS-CoV-2 viruses and the lockdown of different scope jurisdictions are ongoing especially in those areas with a large proportion of much vulnerable people.

**Conclusion**

We had seen a wave of outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant from March to the end of May 2022 in Shanghai, a megacity of China mainland. By using the publicly accessible data released daily during this period we revealed a pattern shift of the addresses of infected cases. After the city lockdown an elevated proportion of address were reported repeatedly, which indicated an increased proportion of the intra-location viral transmission. A simple and meso-scale tool that can adopt different rules to chronologically visualize and analyze the connectivity and interactions may be useful for infection control.
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Legends of figure

**Figure 1** The epidemiological profile of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant (BA.2 and BA.2.2) in Shanghai (March 2022-May 2022 epidemics).

A, daily reported cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection through public website; the metropolitan Shanghai gradually implemented the strict lockdown from Mar 29th, 2022 on; two phases division based upon this date were before and after city lockdown; alternatively, within the period of city lockdown the municipal government declared a three-tier classification and control of the addresses(isolated areas) based upon the time lapse from the date of detected infected cases or close contact, from April 11th, 2022, a period of gradient relief.

B, the map of averaged infection intensity, namely, infected cases per 1000 people per km\(^2\) in each administrative district, the digits under the district name abbreviation indicate the population density per km\(^2\) (in kilo-person/km\(^2\)).

C, the proportion of infected cases in district population by the population density (people per km\(^2\)); the dot size proportion to the total infected cases in this study period;
D, the reported locations with infected cases and the 2D density based contour line; the HP district was the hot area in this wave of infection.
Figure 2 The proportion, growth and distribution of single reported locations.

A, the proportion of single reported locations before and after city lockdown;
B, the proportion of single reported locations before the city lockdown (freeTransp), totally lockdown (tLockdown) and gradient relief (gradRelief);
C, the count of daily reported addresses (solid dot and left side y-axis) and the proportion of repeatedly reported addresses of the previous day (empty dot and right side y-axis); the blue line of fitted curve indicated the loess smooth and its 95% confidence interval of the proportion data.
D, the actual distribution of single reported locations;
E, the enveloped results of the comparison of the F function of a random sample of 1000 single reported locations with the 1000 times Monte Carlo simulation of complete spatial randomness;
F, the enveloped results of the comparison of the G function of a random sample of 1000 single reported locations with the 1000 times Monte Carlo simulation of complete spatial randomness;
Figure 3 The point-wise viral spreading based upon the day-to-day nearest neighbour assumption.

A-C, represent the toy data of point-wise day 1, day 2 and day-to-day viral transmission assumption; the point-wise nearest neighbour distance from the day 1 to day 2 was estimated by set the day 1 locations of reference as a whole and search the nearest neighbour of the locations of the day 2 point-by-point;

D, the distribution of the nearest neighbour distance, the distance from the repeated address in second day to that of previous day was zero;

E, visualize of the spatial distribution of nearest neighbour distance with sphere radius proportion to the estimated distance in the periods of before lockdown (green sphere for freeTransp) and city total lockdown (red sphere for tLockdown);
Figure 4 Example of pattern of repeatedly reported locations.
A, Example of the repeated locations along the date;
B, Examples of the repeated locations along the date with longitude and latitude;
Figure 5 To generate directed acyclic graph by combining spatio-temporal data.

A, a toy dataset;
B, chronological sequence of specific point and the date was converted into integer dated from the origin of 1970-01-01;
C, the directed acyclic graph of specific point;
D, graph combining specific point as source of transmission and its chronological sequence (source chain);
E, graph combining specific point as target of transmission and its chronological sequence (target chain);
F, graph combining specific point both as source and target of transmission and its chronological sequence (source chain plus target points);
G, graph combining the chronological sequence and both as source and target of transmission (full chain);
Figure 6 Point-based chronological graph of one frequently repeated location.

A, source chain graph of the point Pt00A;
B, target chain graph of the point Pt00A;
C, source chain plus target points of the point Pt00A modified by rescale the vertex size by degree of connection;
D, full chain of the point Pt00A clustered by community (connection density) via random walk;
Figure 7 Some commonly appeared locations as source based upon the day-to-day nearest neighbour transmission assumption (green and red nodes represented date before and after the city lockdown, respectively).
Figure 8 Some commonly appeared the locations as target based upon the day-to-day nearest neighbour transmission assumption.